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Facing Challenges in Consumer Products with Kinaxis   

Industry Challenges  

The consumer products industry, particularly the fast-moving goods segment, is currently facing several 

key challenges. Fast-moving goods are made for frequent, often daily use, and includes food and personal 

use products provided by the major CPG companies like P&G, Unilever, Nestle, etc. These products 

generally have the following characteristics: 

• High volume with limited shelf life 

• Revenue heavily driven by promotions 

• OEM Dependence  

• Complex and multi-tiered distribution networks  

• Require a high level of supply chain and IT sophistication

CPG companies are currently challenged with several evolving industry trends. These include more 

dynamic customer demand and supply sourcing, rising distribution costs, brand name pressure, and 

growing SKU complexity.  

Targeted promotions, dynamic pricing, omnichannel commerce, and rapid dissemination of information 

through social media are all making demand more dynamic and more difficult to predict. Supply sourcing is 

also becoming less static due to expanded use of contract manufacturers, and reliance on new 

international, regional, and in-country supply routes. Companies are also acquiring more flexible capacities 

that can be scaled up or down according the more volatile demands. Branded CPG manufacturers are also 

facing margin pressure due to more competition from lower priced off-brand generics. This competition 

is driving companies to get seek greater efficiency by reducing inventories and cutting headcount – “doing 

more with less”. SKU complexity is being driven by rapid innovation and associated product NPI launches 

and supersessions. Consumers are also demanding an expanded line of packaging alternatives, resulting in 

more SKU codes to manage. 

Supply Chain Planning Challenges  

Demand forecasting based on multi-year history is proving to be less reliable for fast moving goods. 

Demand patterns are now influenced by more near term and dynamic factors. Getting an accurate 
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forecast down to the mix level is crucial and depends on the rapid assessment of both sell in and sell 

through demand / (POS) signals. On top of that, rapidly changing external factors from social media, 

economic forecasts, and consumer surveys need to be considered. Many companies have seen improved 

forecast results by including machine learning in their forecasting toolbox. Use of near-real time predictive 

analytics is also driving added competitive differentiation.  

Supply planning, likewise, has to keep pace with the increasingly dynamic demand picture. The availability 

of flexible supply capacity is now a given in order to profitably respond to large shifts in demand. Planning 

system capability, to rapidly model and compare alternative capacity scenarios, will be key in staying 

profitably aligned with demand.  In an industry where there is a drive towards inventory efficiency coupled 

with volatile demand patterns, the risk of stock-outs and excess/obsolescence is high.  

Supply chains also need to develop sufficient resiliency to prepare for inevitable supply disruptions. The 

Covid-19 pandemic is a primary example of how significant the impact from such disruptions can be, both 

commercially and at a personal end-customer level. Supply disruptions are always costly and need a rapid 

SC planning response to navigate. 

Adding to these challenges is the legacy planning technology employed by many CPG companies. These 

platforms utilize slow, linear planning techniques, and are often based on outdated rules from years ago. 

This makes efficient planning and effective response to volatile market changes a real challenge. Use of this 

legacy technology often requires a large planner headcount assigned to functional silos which is at odds 

with the “do more with less” CPG mantra. 

Kinaxis Solution Enablers  

Kinaxis’ unique responsive planning capabilities will prove a true competitive advantage for CPG supply 

chain executives in meeting the challenges outlined above. The technology platform has been purposely 

engineered for “in-memory” speed and comparative scenario planning. These are key enablers for the 

level of responsiveness needed to address the dynamic demand swings and unforeseen supply disruptions 

discussed.  Kinaxis also provides for comparative scoring of each supply plan scenario with visibility to key 

service, operational, and financial metrics. This metrics-based analysis capability will enable informed 

decisions, always keeping profitably “front and center”.   

Rapid scenario planning capability is complemented with concurrent E2E planning visibility. Concurrent 

planning allows SC leaders the ability to visualize cross-functional planning impacts in near-real time, no 

longer dependent on the long run times associated with linear programming processing, common with 

legacy applications. A change in demand with immediately trigger a response from supply and distribution 

planning. 

A unique differentiator for CPG is “built in” expiry planning. End-products and ingredient inventories are 

evaluated for remaining shelf life and not shown as available if inadequate for planning purpose. This 

feature reduces the risk of obsolete inventory and protects against bad customer experiences which can 

seriously hurt the brand with significant financial impacts.  
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E2E concurrent planning also provides an opportunity for CPG companies to improve planning 

organization efficiencies and “do more with less”. Kinaxis, given its concurrent, cross functional 

perspective, no longer requires planners to be organized by function e.g., Demand Planners, Supply 

Planners, MRP Planners, and Distribution planners, etc. The new concept of the “Network Planner” has 

been enabled by Kinaxis and adopted by leading CPG companies. Network planners are assigned 

responsibilities across multiple functions in the SC network, supporting greater planning efficiency, while 

maintaining a high degree of planner productivity. 

 

About Spinnaker: 

Spinnaker is a supply chain services company that helps clients grow, manage risk, reduce costs, and improve 

customer service by developing world-class supply chain capabilities. Our services help clients develop the 

right supply chain strategy for their business challenges and implement the process and technology solutions 

to improve Demand/Supply Planning, Procurement and Sourcing, Logistics and Warehousing, and Reverse 

Logistics business performance. Spinnaker offers a unique service delivery model that combines the strength 

of deeply experienced management and technology consultants with a seasoned team of business process 

outsourcing (BPO) and 3rd-party logistics (3PL) professionals. Founded in 2002, Spinnaker has offices in 

Boston, Columbus, Denver, Houston, Memphis, Pittsburgh, London, and Singapore. 

Contact Us: 

 

Phone: 877-466-0745 

Email: info@spinnakermgmt.com 
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